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Niger/Iraq Uranium Story and Joe Wilson (SIINrJ

@

IS/INri This memo su~arizes what we have been able to
discover abou~ the role that ~mbassador Joe wilson played in ~he
Higer/lraq uranium story. especially tne allegations that IN~
played a role in his e.uly 2002 trip leo Niger and the lnon~
dissemination of reporting ~n what he learned. What follows is
based on our paper and electronic files; we are confident that
these records and the tecollections of persons involved: at the
margin are basically accurate but. one INR staff member who was
most involved is not here 'he has been reassigned tor
to guide us through the tiles and emails. What is clr.e-a-rv-.---however, is that INR w~s not Ambassador Wilson's point of
contact in either the Department or the Intelligence community.
!NR did not meet with wilson after his trip and did not receive
any information on his trip and what he learned except wh.:)t
appears to be his r~porting cable (his name is not mentioned)
disseminated throughout the intelligence and policy communities
by CIA. The reporting we have from his trip makes no mention of
documents. fraudulent or otherwise_
(S//NFl

C February

1

_
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!I~n

19.
meet1ng convenea oy vaLer1e WILson. a
WMD manager. and the wife of Joe Wilson. he previewed his plans
and rationale for going to NigerJ---'---'-"--'---~::;;;:;::;;:=J
Both the
memo of this meeting prepared by INR's Wes~ A C1ca analyst (now
______________ ~nd other material indicate that the CIA believed
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and the Embassy were unlikely to ferret out the

truth from their Nigerien contacts.

INR strongly demurred from

this view at the February 19 meeting. We have no record of any
other INR written or personal contact with Wilson regarding
Nigerien uranium.

(SIINFIIr----l The impetus for the Ambassador's demarches

in this perio~s 2 and ) . and" the investigat.ive trip by Joe
\"1i1son

B1 B2

(Tab 4 is the CIA account of his trip findings) was a

~report

of questionable credibility from a foreign service. ~
This was INR's conclusion in an assessment of March 1, 2002.
entitled -Niger:

Sale of Uranium to Iraq is Unlikeiy~ (Tab 5).

B1 B5

I 5i:
OReON. NFl The Niger allegations were
included but' did noc figure prominencly in the 90-page October
2002 NI£ on ~Iraq's Continuing Programs for weapons of Mass
Destruction.- .The major point of contention in differing
judgments about the likelihood of Iraqi nuclear weapons program
reconstitution efforts centered on the CIA's assessment that
Iraq was bent on acquiring aluminum tubes to produce parts for a
gas centrifuge uranium enrichment plant. In a lengthy dissent
encitled -INR's Alternative View:
Iraq's Attempts co Acqui~e
Aluminum Tubes," INR noted ...... the clil:ims of Iraqi pursuit of
natural uranium in Africa are, in INR's assessment, highly
dubious.- The main texC of the NIE related a foreign
intelligence service report Mthat as of early 2001, Niger
planned to send several tons of ·pure uranium- (probably
yellowcake) to Iraq." The NIE later noted laconically that ~We
canno~ confirm whether Iraq succeeded in acquiring uranium ate
and/or yellowcake- from Niger and other alleged African sources.
(S//Nt)

In October 2002, an Italian journalist passed

purported copies of a Niger-Iraq agreement of July 2000 for the
purchase of urani~m to Embassy Rome. These documents, which
were sene to Washington via
1Department channels.
were not adequately analyze unt11 muchater and were judged to
be fraudulent.
However, they appear to have added new life to
che Niger/Iraq uranium story. These documents a~pear to be
related to, if not the actual basis of, the· February 2002
foreign liaison service report that sparked original concerns
about a Niger/Iraq deal.
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I tn m~d-December 2002, the
Depart.ment (ll?~ released a fact sheet that-pointed ~to efforts
to procure uranium are from Niger,· this despite the alleged
objections of 1'11N?AC.
The NINPAC caution was reportedly "not
obtained in time to correct the listing on the State Department
web site,· but -was acted on in time, however, to remove it from
Ambassador Negroponte's statement.
On January 12, 2003, INR
~expressed concerns to the CIA that the documents pertaining to
the Iraq-Niger deal were forgeries.The conclusion may.
however, have been reached and communicated for the first time
somewhat earlier; the record is not clear on this point.
After
considerable back and forth between the CIA, the Dep~rtment, the
IAEA. and the British, Secretary Po~ell's briefing to the UN
Security Council did not mention attempted Iraqi procurement of
uranium -due to (In concerns raised during'the coordin~tion
regarci~Q ~~e ,eracity of the information on ~~e alleged IraqNiger ag=eement.~ (Citations here from Tab 6, an April 7, 2003.
Cl~ retrospec~ive on ~Purported Iraqi Attempt to Get Uranium
from Niger-'.
(CI/NF) OUr records contain an extensive paper and
electronic trail on the Niger/Iraq allegations, including ~ther
retrospective accounts differing somewhax from the CIA·
retrospective mentioned above.
There is no indication, however,
that anyone in INR met with Ambassador Wilson except at the
february 19, 2002 meeting hosted by CIA, or discussed his trip
and what he learned with anyone in the Department or at CIA.
ATTACHMENTS:

Tab 1: Not.es - NigerlIraq uranium Meeting CIA, 2119/02
Tab 2: Cable from Embassy Niamey ~Niger: Taking Another
Hard Look at CON Uranium Sales· '.
Tab 3: Cable from Embassy Niamey: ~Niger: President Tandja
Tells QCINC Niger's Uranium is secure:J
Tab 4: CIA Account of AmbassadorlJson's 1'rlp Flndlngs:
·WP/Nuclear Weapo~: Nigerian Denial of Uranium Yellowcake Sales
to Rogue StatesTab 5: INR Assessment: -Niger--Sale of Uranium to Iraq is
Unlikely·
Tab 6: CIA retrospective on -Purported Iraqi. Attempt to Get
Uranium from Niger- .
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